The rapid progress in our understanding of basic immunology has recently enabled the identification of many possible therapeutic targets for the treatment of respiratory allergy and allergic inflammation. As a result, new approaches have been proposed and tested in rhinitis and asthma, including new drugs and mediator antagonists, monoclonal antibodies and immunosuppressant agents. Only a small number of these approaches have become a reality, however, all of them have provided us with the opportunity to improve our knowledge in the field. We will review herein some of the experimental approaches used in humans in relation to the pathogenic aspects of allergic inflammation.

The overall view of respiratory allergy has deeply changed and evolved over the last 10 years, mainly due to the rapid development of basic science which facilitated in a more and more detailed manner, the elucidation of the pathogenic aspects of immune inflammation. It has become progressively clear that allergy is much more than the classic allergen–immunoglobulin (IgE)–mast cell interaction. Numerous factors contribute to the development of the atopic status and to the subsequent appearance of the clinical disease. Moreover, after the allergen–IgE interaction has taken place, a complex inflammatory network is established, sometimes leading to chronic inflammation and tissue remodelling (Figure 1). In particular, many of the components of the allergic inflammatory reaction (e.g., adhesion molecules, cytokines, chemokines and receptors) and their roles have been identified and described. These advances have opened new research pathways since many specific targets for therapy were also identified. In parallel, the immunological and biochemical techniques have made it possible to synthesize new molecules, engineered antibodies, and in some cases, therapeutic gene constructs. In many cases it has become possible to test the effect of treatments designed to interfere with single components of the immune reaction.

Currently, experimental or exploratory therapies (those that differ from more traditional approaches) are still at the laboratory stage. Nevertheless, some of the newer approaches have rapidly become reality and are being introduced into clinical practice.

This paper reviews the experimental approaches, focusing mainly on those already being applied to human diseases. In order to explain the rationale for those approaches, a brief overview of the immune inflammation of allergy will be provided.

Immunology of the allergic reaction
Before the IgE reaction
Allergic response is characterized by both an overproduction of specific IgE (atopy) and the activation of mast cells in response to the allergen. The processes leading to the development of the IgE response are complex and thus far, not completely elucidated. There is of course a genetic background, in fact, atopy is at least in part an inherited condition and a family history of the disease is the strongest risk factor for developing atopy. Although it is unlikely that a ‘gene of atopy’ or a ‘gene of asthma’ can be discovered, genetic studies remain an attractive approach and many candidate loci of ‘susceptibility’ have been described [1]. The genetic background interacts with numerous factors: maternal feeding, maternal smoking, early exposure to allergens, infections in early infancy, environment and lifestyle. The importance of each of these factors for the early development of atopy have been repeatedly described [2–4], but the exact interaction and the relative weight of each of them still remains unclear.

It has been ascertained that the atopic status is characterized by a T-helper Type (Th)2 cell skewed phenotype, whereas the response from nonatopic individuals is commonly dominated by the Th1 phenotype. These two subsets can be distinguished based on their cytokine production pattern [5]. Th2 lymphocytes typically secrete IL-4, IL-5 and IL-13, whereas Th1 cells produce mainly interleukin (IL)-2 and interferon (IFN)γ. IL-4 (in cooperation with IL-13)
induces class-switching and thus the production of IgE by B-cells [6]. IL-5 is an eosinophil-committed cytokine in that it enhances maturation, recruitment and activation of eosinophils and prolongs their survival [7]. IL-13 is also involved in the activation and differentiation of fibroblasts which intervene in many processes of inflammation in asthma [8]. The skew towards the Th2 phenotype is also affected by microenvironmental factors such as antigen presentation, the amount and affinity of antigen and the human leukocyte antigen (HLA) genotype of the responder, the type of antigen-presenting cell (APC) and the cytokine pattern.

Another subset of Th lymphocytes has recently been described: the so-called CD4+CD25+ regulatory T-cell or Treg [9]. These cells produce a relevant amount of IL-10 that inhibits T-cell activation, IgE production, eosinophil recruitment and other aspects of allergic inflammation [10]. It has been proposed that a defect in the Treg function is primarily responsible for the Th2/Th1 imbalance.

**The IgE-mediated reaction – early phase**

The allergen-specific IgE are bound to mast cells and basophils via the high-affinity IgE receptor (FcεRI), and at a lesser extent, by the low-affinity receptor (FcεRII, CD23). Mast cells are predominantly localized in the epithelium of the upper and lower airways in the gut and the skin – the most important target organs for allergic reactions.

When the allergen reaches the target organ it crosslinks specific IgE bound to high-affinity IgE receptors on mast cells and induces the prompt (within minutes) release of vasoactive and inflammatory mediators (so-called early phase) [11]. Histamine is predominant in this phase, since it is stored in large amounts in mast cells. Histamine, via the H1 receptor, is responsible for vasodilatation, increased permeability and bronchoconstriction. The activation of mast cells initiates the synthesis of other mediators and cytokines [12]. Leukotrienes are a good example of the proinflammatory mediators synthesized during the allergic reaction. Their synthesis (from membrane phospholipids through arachidonic acid metabolism) by mast cells begins when the cells activate in the early phase and continues for hours. Leukotrienes have a potent bronchoconstrictor–vasodilator effect and a chemotactic action on many inflammatory cells, including neutrophils and eosinophils [13].

**Beyond IgE & mast cells: inflammation & remodeling**

The early phase is followed by a complex network of inflammatory phenomena, in which T-lymphocytes, cytokines and adhesion molecules are involved (Figure 2) [14]. The adhesion machinery, in
particular, seems to be crucial for the recruitment of inflammatory cells at the target organ. During the early phase, specific adhesion molecules are newly expressed or upregulated on the surface of endothelium (selectins) and epithelium (integrins). The adhesion molecules favor the rolling over, extravasation and migration towards epithelium of inflammatory cells [15]. If the allergenic trigger persists, such as happens in natural exposure, the inflammation becomes chronic and may provoke architectural and functional changes in the target organ (e.g. remodeling and bronchial hyperreactivity). Interestingly, a weak inflammatory infiltration is present in the mucosa even in the absence of symptoms, when a subthreshold exposure to the allergen persists. This is known as minimal persistent inflammation (MPI) [16]. A broad spectrum of inflammatory mediators contribute to clinical symptoms of respiratory allergy, involving for instance: leukotrienes, nitric oxide (NO), tachykinins, platelet-activating factor (PAF) and tromboxanes.

Another important aspect of respiratory allergy is the remodelling phenomenon that is quite characteristic of bronchial asthma and poorly represented in rhinitis [17]. The remodeling is characterized by sub-basement membrane thickening, smooth muscle hypertrophy, epithelial disruption and vascular proliferation [18]. It was previously believed that remodeling was a direct consequence of the chronic inflammatory processes that take place in allergic asthma. Nevertheless, it has recently been demonstrated in asthmatic children that remodelling is at least in part, independent of the inflammation [19] and is a background characteristic of allergic asthma.

**Future therapeutic approaches for rhinitis & asthma – general aspects**

As described, the allergic reaction is extremely complex. Despite this, we know in detail many of its components and their role in the inflammatory network. This has lead to several interesting and promising approaches to the treatment of rhinitis and asthma. There are currently several different strategies. The most obvious and attractive of which is to improve the pharmacologic characteristics of existing drugs or, alternatively, to develop new drugs acting on specific mediators and receptors such as antileukotrienes and phosphodiesterase (PDE) inhibitors, or to use already existing drugs in
combination. Another possible approach is to selectively block the molecules (e.g., adhesion molecules, cytokines and receptors) with monoclonal antibodies (mAbs). This is now possible thanks to advanced molecular and genetic techniques that facilitate the building of humanized (chimeric) antibodies with a given specificity. This strategy is expensive, but it provides the unique opportunity to assess the clinical role of each therapeutic target in diseases. A third approach involves the administration of the allergen in various and modified forms. This belongs to the large field of so-called specific immunotherapy or allergy vaccinations (including DNA vaccination, peptides, recombinant allergens and adjuvanted immunotherapy) that will not be reviewed in detail herein. Finally, there is currently an increasing interest in strategies involving modification of the immune response specifically acting on the Th1/Th2 balance, possibly using probiotics and bacterial products. This latter approach is not specifically targeted to respiratory allergy but rather to the general development of an ‘atopic phenotype’.

An overall and arbitrary summary of the experimental therapeutic approaches investigated for human use, is reported in Figure 3.

Drug therapy

**Improved & modified inhaled steroids**

Inhaled corticosteroids (ICSs) are currently considered to be the cornerstone in the long-term management of bronchial asthma. They are the most potent anti-inflammatory agents and exert their activity on almost all of the components of allergic inflammation. The available ICSs (beclometasone, budesonide, fluticasone, flunisolide, mometasone and triamcinolone) are highly effective and overall safe. Nevertheless, some concerns still remain regarding the possible endocrine and metabolic effects in long-term treatments and particularly in infancy. Therefore, efforts have been made to improve the pharmacologic characteristics of ICSs – especially in terms of safety. One of the first attempts was to synthesize molecules that are immediately inactivated in the lung – so-called soft steroids. Many of these molecules appeared to be poorly effective and were therefore rapidly abandoned. Presently, only two molecules etiprednol and loteprednol, are undergoing clinical studies [28]. Another interesting approach was that of the dissociated steroids. These molecules only possess the transtensive and not the transactivating activity. This results in steroidal drugs with no metabolic effect (mediated by transactivation) and retained anti-inflammatory effect (mediated by transrepression). There are some studies in animal models with the drugs RU44858 and ZK216348 [21,22], demonstrating that these molecules are capable of reducing experimental inflammation without inducing metabolic effects (osteopenia, dyslipidemia or hyperglycaemia). No data in humans and clinical disease is thus far available.

A third approach is to build a steroid that is activated only when it reaches the respiratory epithelium. In this case, the fraction of ICS that is invariably swallowed or directly absorbed in the mouth can exert no metabolic action. This approach resulted in a new molecule, ciclesonide (Alvesco®, Altana AG), a special type of soft steroid, which has proven to be safe and effective and which is expected to be soon commercialized. Ciclesonide was tested in both asthma and rhinitis [23–25]. In a clinical study in 209 asthmatics it was shown that ciclesonide 200 µg once daily improved morning and evening peak expiratory flow and reduced asthma exacerbations [23]. In 24 subjects with allergic rhinitis, a significant symptomatic improvement with intranasal ciclesonide appeared from the second day of treatment upon nasal challenge [25]. The measurement of plasma cortisol (index of the metabolic effect of steroids in vivo) have shown that no impairment of the pituitary adrenal axis occurs with ciclesonide 200, 800 and 3200 µg daily [23,26].

**Selective PDE inhibitors**

PDEs are a group of isoenzymes involved in the metabolism of cyclic AMP. Blockage of PDE results in bronchodilation due to intracellular accumulation of cAMP, but also in inhibition of the production of several pro-inflammatory mediators [27]. Theophyllines, which have numerous side effects, are a good example of nonspecific PDE inhibitors. Pharmacological research has recently produced some PDE inhibitors that are quite specific for the isoform four and that maintain the bronchodilator action without relevant adverse events. The first member of this class of drugs, cilomilast (Ariflo®, GlaxoSmithKline) proved effective in the treatment of chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD) [28], however, theophylline-like side effects were frequent. For this reason, cilomilast did not gain US Food and Drug Administration (FDA)
marketing approval. The newest compound roflumilast (Daxas®, Altana AG) displayed a good bronchodilator effect and seemed to be devoid of the main side effects (nausea, stomachache, headache and tachycardia), thus making it a good candidate for clinical use. Numerous clinical trials in chronic bronchitis and asthma are presently ongoing and roflumilast is awaiting marketing approval in several countries [29]. A third molecule of this class, piclamilast, is now undergoing Phase I studies.

Traditional drugs & their combinations in allergic rhinitis
Allergic rhinitis shares the same pathogenic mechanisms as asthma and the same mediators are also involved, including leukotrienes. This is the reason why leukotriene receptor antagonists that are widely used in asthma have been recently proposed in the treatment of rhinitis. Indeed, cysteinyl-leukotriene receptor antagonists (LTRAs) proved more effective than placebo in controlling symptoms of both seasonal and perennial rhinitis, however, systematic reviews of the available trials have clearly shown that LTRAs are not more effective than antihistamines. Thus far, it seems that LTRAs alone do not offer significant advantages on established therapies for the treatment of allergic rhinitis.

Since respiratory allergy is sustained by numerous mediators, it was reasonably hypothesized that blocking different mediators at the same time would increase the clinical efficacy of treatment. Therefore, various combinations of LTRAs plus antihistamines (cetirizine plus montelukast and loratadine plus montelukast) have been tested in rhinitis, confirming that the combination is more effective than each drug alone [32,33]. Nevertheless, a recent randomized controlled six-way study has evidenced that nasal corticosteroids still remain the most effective drugs in allergic rhinitis and that adding an antihistamine or a LTRA provides only a marginal benefit [34].

Nevertheless, it is now well established that asthma and rhinitis often coexist and represent the expression of the same respiratory disease [35]. In this case, the association of an antihistamine plus a LTRA is equally effective...
to the association of nasal and ICSs [36]. In addition, it has been demonstrated that an effective treatment for allergic rhinitis with an antihistamine may result in a beneficial effect on concomitant asthma symptoms [37]. This aspect has led to a partial reassessment of the role of antihistamines in asthma [38].

**Other mediator antagonists**

The effector mediators (e.g., histamine or leukotrienes) are highly redundant and their actions often overlap. Nevertheless, some of these mediators appeared to be of particular relevance and therefore attempts to antagonize them have been made. Tachykinins belong to the neurokinin family. They are released by nerve ends and exert a powerful bronchoconstrictor action via the neurokinin (NK)1 and 2 receptors. A selective NK2 receptor antagonist proved ineffective in clinical asthma [39], whereas in a recent controlled study an oral NK1/2 antagonist was able to protect asthmatic adults against neurokinin A bronchial challenge [40]. PAF is another mediator involved in asthma, where it is responsible for vascular leakage. Several studies have nonetheless demonstrated that PAF antagonists are clinically ineffective and only a marginal benefit on gas exchange parameters can be achieved [41]. It is for this reason that this approach has been virtually abandoned for the treatment of asthma.

NO is considered a relevant inflammatory mediator in asthma since asthmatic subjects exhale increased amounts of this compound. NO is formed by epithelial cells via an inducible NO synthase (iNOS). One single study in humans has tested the effect of an oral iNOS inhibitor, SC51, demonstrating that the drug almost abrogates the production of NO in the airways [42]. Thus far there is no data on the clinical effects of such an antagonism, however the approach is an attractive one due also to the safety of the compound.

**Monoclonal antibodies & recombinant molecules**

**Anti-IgE mAbs**

Due to their role in allergy, IgE was considered the ideal target for a mAb-based approach. In fact, IgE triggers the early phase of the allergic reaction and begins the cascade of inflammatory events. Thus, selectively blocking IgE was immediately regarded as an attractive approach. Modern techniques have allowed for the production of several mAbs directed to IgE [43]. Omalizumab (commercialized as Xolair®; Novartis) is the first to be used and studied. This chimeric humanized antibody binds the FcεRI domain of human circulating IgE, preventing them from binding to mast cell receptors. Once administered (subcutaneously or intravenously) at an appropriate dose, omalizumab reduces the circulating free IgE level by 95% within 24 hours [44]. The IgE–anti-IgE immune complexes are small, inert and do not activate complement. A conspicuous number of Phase II and III studies have been performed in both rhinitis and asthma, demonstrating a good clinical efficacy and virtually no relevant side effects [45]. A recent Cochrane review of omalizumab included eight randomized control trials (2037 patients with asthma of varying severity) [46]. Omalizumab significantly reduced inhaled steroid consumption by an average of -114 µg/day, (95% confidence interval [CI] -150 to -78.13). There were significant increases in the number of participants who completely withdrew or reduced steroids by greater than 50%; odds ratio (OR) 2.50; 95% CI 2.00–3.13. Also, there was a significant overall decrease in asthma exacerbation (OR 0.49; 95% CI 0.37–0.60). The therapy proved to be well tolerated. Moreover, after 1 year of omalizumab therapy, children with asthma did not have significantly more adverse events compared with the placebo group and no children developed immune complex disease [47]. While conducting the trials, it was noticed that the clinical efficacy was greater in more severe asthma and that there was an important reduction in exacerbations, emergency visits and near-fatal attacks [48,49]. Since the mAb is very expensive, it is reasonable to state that it is cost effective only in severe, uncontrolled and steroid-dependent asthma.

Very recently, anti-IgE was successfully employed in severe peanut [50] and latex allergy [51]. Therefore, other possible uses of anti-IgE could be that of protecting children with severe food allergy from inadvertent ingestion of the culprit food, or in healthcare workers allergic to latex. Finally, omalizumab was shown to be capable of greatly enhancing the effect of traditional specific immunotherapy in respiratory allergy [52].

**Anti-IL-5 mAbs**

IL-5, at variance with other pleiotropic cytokines, is quite specific for eosinophils. It stimulates the maturation of bone marrow precursors, promotes chemotaxis and migration, and enhances the activation and granule secretion of eosinophils. It also prolongs the survival
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of these cells at the site of allergic inflammation [7]. Thus, IL-5 appeared an ideal candidate for specific antagonism. A humanized anti-IL5 (Mepolizumab) was produced and rapidly developed [53]. The first data in animals in vivo were encouraging, since in a monkey model of asthma, a single administration of mepolizumab resulted in a long-lasting clinical benefit [54]. Anti-IL5 was then used in a Phase II study in asthmatic patients [55]. It induced, as expected, a significant decrease in sputum and blood eosinophils but had only a marginal effect on symptoms and no effect on bronchial reactivity. This fact raised some concerns over the real role of eosinophils in allergic diseases [56]. Indeed, a pilot study with another anti IL-5 antibody (SCH55700) provided more encouraging results, but the clinical effects were again low [57]. Therefore, this therapeutic approach still remains open for future developments.

**Anti-IL-4 mAb & recombinant IL-4 receptor**

Since IL-4 is deeply involved in the isotypic switch of B lymphocyte to IgE production, it was considered a good target for mAbs [6]. An anti-IL-4 mAb (Pascolizumab) was synthesized and tested in various animal models (reviewed in [58]) with promising results. Nevertheless, it has to be remembered that IgE synthesis is regulated not only by IL-4, but also other factors [59] and in fact an early study demonstrated that selective blockage of IL-4 had only a marginal effect on IgE levels [60].

On the contrary, the aerosolized administration of a soluble recombinant IL-4 receptor (rIL-4R, Nuvance™, Immunex Corp.) in a single dose of 1500 µg was capable of preventing asthma worsening in steroid-dependent asthmatic adults after ICS withdrawal [61]. It is thought that the rIL-4R works by blocking the locally acting IL-4, thus impeding its binding to specific receptors on effector cells.

**Anti-CD4 mAb**

It is well known that Th cells (CD4+) play a central role in orchestrating allergic inflammatory phenomena via cytokine production and molecular signaling [62]. It is expected that selective blockade of these cells would result in a reduction of many inflammatory events. This is also the rationale for the use of nonspecific immunosuppressant agents. A humanized anti-CD4 antibody (keliximab) was synthesized in the last few years [63] and rapidly tested in human asthma in a Phase II study [64]. The results were encouraging in clinical terms, although side effects were common. Thus, this approach did not seemed to be cost effective or safe enough to explore further and no human studies appeared in the literature after 1998.

**Antiadhesion molecule mAbs**

Adhesion machinery is responsible for selective migration and extravasation of inflammatory cells at the site of the allergic reaction. Therefore blocking those molecules would result in a decreased accumulation of inflammatory cells. The efalizumab (Raptiva®, Genentech Inc.) antibody selectively blocks the CD11a adhesion molecule, an integrin that mediates the migration of eosinophils and neutrophils to inflamed tissues. Efalizumab has been already used for the treatment of psoriasis [65]. So far, there is one single clinical study of efalizumab in asthmatic subjects [66]. After 8 weeks of treatment, a significant symptomatic improvement over placebo was observed together with an increase in pulmonary function. Nevertheless, the symptomatic effect was clinically irrelevant as well as the increase in forced expiratory volume, that was on average less than 10 ml. The marginal clinical effect is probably due to the fact that the adhesion system is highly redundant and blocking one single molecule does not result in a quantitative relevant method of cell migration.

**Recombinant IL-12**

IL-12 is secreted by APCs, especially dendritic cells, in response to antigens and it is a potent Th1 phenotype-inducer [67]. Subcutaneous administration of recombinant human IL-12 has been in clinical trials in mild allergic asthmatic patients [68]. Eosinophil numbers in blood and sputum were significantly reduced compared with placebo, however, differences in histamine-induced bronchoconstriction and the late asthmatic reaction to inhaled allergen were not significant. Conversely, conjugation of IL-12 to allergen has been shown to downregulate allergen-specific Th2 responses in animals [69]. However, this approach is at a very early stage and far from being applicable in humans.

**Other immunological strategies**

The availability of mAbs makes it possible to antagonize virtually all components of the allergic reaction. Nevertheless, only a few molecules seem to be of primary relevance and worth such an expensive attempt. Indeed, several possible targets have been identified, including chemokines,
IL-9, IL-18 and surface receptors. To date, there is one single Phase I study in asthmatic subjects employing a mAb specific for the low-affinity IgE receptor (CD23) [70]. In this study, single intravenous doses of the mAb demonstrated an ability to significantly reduce the total IgE levels without significant side effects.

IL-9 is another important Th2 cytokine, involved in the synthesis of IgE and activation of inflammatory cells. Anti-IL-9 mAbs have been tested with good results in animal models [71], but no data in humans is available. Similarly, specific antagonism to chemokines that are potent chemoattractants for inflammatory cells has been proposed as a future strategy for allergy treatment, however, no clinical result is thus far available.

**Nonspecific immunosuppressants & immunomodulators**

The immune-mediated inflammation in asthma has been well recognized for decades, therefore, many immunosuppressant therapies have been proposed – especially for refractory and severe asthma. Those therapies include cyclosporine, methotrexate, intravenous lgs, rapamycin and others. However, a number of studies have shown that immunosuppressant agents may provide some benefit in the more severe forms of asthma and act as steroid-sparing agents, the safety profile and the risk–benefit of which are clearly unfavorable and strongly limit their use [72–74].

Recently, new immunosuppressant agents with a good safety profile have been introduced in clinical practice. Pimecrolimus (Elidel®, Novartis) is currently marketed as a topical treatment for atopic dermatitis. Pimecrolimus inhibits cytokine synthesis and release from Th cells, with a mechanism that is similar to cyclosporine and tacrolimus [75]. A multicenter Phase II clinical trial of oral pimecrolimus for moderate-to-severe asthma is presently ongoing. In addition, IFNs are potent immunomodulators and typical Th1 cytokines. Despite this, there are few studies of IFNs in asthma and allergy. A recent article reported encouraging results obtained in severe asthma with low doses of IFN-α.

Suplatast tosilate (IPD®, Taiho Pharmaceutical Co. Ltd) is a new molecule, currently marketed in Japan that selectively inhibits the synthesis of IL-4 and IL-5 (Th2-type cytokines), as testified by the reduction of bronchial eosinophilic inflammation in allergic asthma [77]. There are a small number of controlled randomized studies of supplements in clinical asthma confirming its clinical efficacy in improving symptoms, reducing the need for corticosteroids and bronchodilators and improving pulmonary function [78,79]. Of note, positive clinical results have also been recently reported in allergic rhinitis [80]. Therefore, suplatast tosilate seems to represent a real advance in the field of immunosuppressant agents with a good perspective for routine clinical use.

**Adjuvants (usually represented by killed bacteria or microbial components)** have been used since the dawn of immunology with the purpose of enhancing the immunogenicity of antigens. It is now clear that some adjuvants preferably potentiate the Th1 response and have therefore also been proposed in allergic diseases in order to restore the Th1/2 unbalance in favor of the Th1 response. Indeed there are few studies utilizing adjuvants alone in allergic disease, and the results were controversial [81,82]. Moreover, in one study, a high rate of adverse events was described [82]. Therefore, the use of adjuvants alone seems not to be a currently viable approach, whereas the association of adjuvants with immunotherapy is of course more promising.

**Brief outline on the advances in allergen-specific immunotherapy**

Allergen-specific immunotherapy (subcutaneous injection of increasing doses of allergen extract) is a unique immunological treatment and the only allergen-oriented therapy. At variance with other strategies, it modifies the natural history of the disease, can provide a long-lasting effect after discontinuation and redirects the Th1/2 balance. Since the mid-80’s, due to the progress in basic science and immunology techniques, there was a dramatic change which involved the introduction in clinical practice of local routes of administration [83] and the adjuvanted allergens [84]. Moreover, new experimental approaches were established in order to maintain the immunogenicity of the vaccine without the capacity to bind allergen-specific IgE (improved safety). One of these approaches is the possible use of recombinant/engineered allergens, although no human studies are currently available. Another strategy is the use of allergen fragments or peptides. In this case, favorable results in humans with cat allergen peptides were recently published [85]. The most attractive and modern field of research in allergen-immunotherapy is the genetic approach, that includes the use of allergens conjugated with DNA immunostimulatory sequences. These short sequences act as potent adjuvants and redirect the immune response toward the Th1 phenotype.
The first exploratory study performed in humans with DNA-conjugated ragweed allergen provided positive results and disclosed new horizons in the field of specific immunotherapy [86]. The genetic approach also includes the administration of cDNA plasmids encoding for a given allergen. However, reviewing the strategies for immunotherapy is not the purpose of the present article. Interesting and updated reviews on immunotherapy were recently published by Nelson [87] and Norman [88].

**Expert opinion**

Recent and progressive developments in our knowledge of the immunology of allergic inflammation have disclosed new therapeutic horizons. The complex interaction between genetic background and environmental factors has begun to be elucidated and an important field of research in this sense is that of the primary prevention, intended as the possible modalities to impede the establishment of the atopic phenotype. Some of these strategies claim to act in very early infancy or even during pregnancy. In addition, interest in allergen-specific immunotherapy has progressively increased, leading to the development of new modes of administration, modified allergen and genetic interventions. Indeed, the greatest efforts have been made in the field of drugs and immunological interventions with the aim of modulating or downregulating the inflammatory events once established. Some of these approaches, including new drugs and mAbs, have reached an advanced stage of development and some are ready for marketing or are already marketed. In parallel, the possible role in therapy of traditional associated drugs was investigated in various situations.

All of these experimental approaches require, in most cases, a relevant economic effort, often resulting in disappointing clinical results. Nevertheless, these negative aspects are largely counter-balanced by the opportunities that clinical research with experimental therapies offers for clarifying mechanisms, identifying new targets and better defining the role of traditional treatments.

**Outlook**

The more and more detailed knowledge of the allergic reaction has allowed the identification of new and specific therapeutic targets. New and modified drugs have been studied and proposed, some of them clinically effective. On the other hand, blocking single mediators by mAbs is not a good strategy due to the redundancy of mediators themselves.

**An updated review on the concept of minimal persistent inflammation in allergy, and its possible pharmacologic modulation.**


**Deals with the characteristics of remodeling and addresses the difference and similarities of the phenomenon in rhinitis and asthma.**


**First clinical trial in humans demonstrating the efficacy of the new steroid prodrug ciclesonide in asthma.**


**Comprehensive meta-analysis of all studies with leukotriene receptor antagonists in rhinitis, with a critical evaluation of the magnitude of their effect.**


**Very interesting and well conducted controlled trial evaluating the relative efficacy of numerous combinations of drug therapies for allergic rhinitis.**


**Most recent and updated review on the clinical effects of omalizumab in asthma.**
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** Addresses the crucial issue of the long-term safety of anti-IgE therapy in children.


**Fundamental clinical study evaluating the effects of anti-IL-5 in asthma showing that the reduction of eosinophils does not result in clinical improvement, thus questioning the real pathogenic role of eosinophils.


** First clinical randomized trial in humans assessing the efficacy and safety of the antiadhesion molecule strategy for therapy.


**Another important clinical trial, confirming that a reduction in blood and sputum eosinophils has a weak clinical outcome in asthma.


** Provided for the first time evidence of the clinical efficacy of the Th2-suppressant, suplatast.
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